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Abstract

Wireless mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETS) of personal

digital assistants (PDAs) is a growing field of study due to

potential applications in environments that lack a function-

ing communications infrastructure. Mobile computing plat-

forms such as PDAs and Tablet PCs offer software design-

ers great challenges to the design of survivable software

applications. One of these challenges pertains to limited

power resources. Processor loads, large amounts of wire-

less network activity, and input/output (I/O operations can

strain the limited battery life inherent with such mobile plat-

forms. In this paper we demonstrate how power awareness

of software agents can increase system robustness and sur-

vivability. This paper presents first steps in a direction that

can derive large payoffs for decentralized coordination and

collaboration on power-constrained computing platforms.

1. Introduction

Wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS) of per-

sonal digital assistants (PDAs) is a growing field of study

due to potential applications in environments that lack func-

tioning communications infrastructure. An example of such

environments is the military battlefield, resulting in signifi-

cant interest in MANETs by the United States Army (e.g.,

US Army Land Warrior program [7]). Since the availability

of a MANET requires that the PDAs be continually pow-

ered, it is critical that the battery profile and power con-

sumption be optimized.

Power consumption from the batteries of PDAs in

MANETs affects application run-time and performance,

wireless connectivity and device portability. Computa-

tionally intensive programs tend to consume more bat-

tery power than those which are less computationally

intensive [10]. The effective range and quality of wire-

less connectivity will degrade as battery levels drop [6].
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At the present state of battery technology, small incre-

ments in stored energy (i.e., bigger batteries) tend to come

at large costs in weight [4, 24].

Battery life is among the most serious constraints in ac-

tual deployed MANETs, such as the Commander’s Dig-

ital Assistant of the United States Army Land Warrior

program [7]. While there is some literature on PDA bat-

tery depletion under varying processor loads [10], lit-

tle has been reported on the discharge characteristics

of PDA batteries under common processor and hard-

ware loads found in typical MANETs. In MANETs, it

is often desired that PDAs perform mathematically in-

tensive cryptographic algorithms to secure transmissions

between units [8] and that they employ the most pow-

erful wireless ethernet adapters to communicate at the

maximum possible range. Often, these PDAs have ac-

cessories plugged into them such as global positioning

system (GPS) receivers, short-range Bluetooth wire-

less adapters, headphones and speakers for audio adapters

and digital cameras.

MANET connectivity and overall stability is signifi-

cantly related to battery power. In PDA MANETs that em-

ploy ad hoc routing algorithms, wireless signal strength

between nearest neighbors is sometimes used to compute

optimal routes between nodes. As a consequence, sudden

Byzantine network failures can result from low battery

power of even a single node. Detecting low battery and ex-

ecuting contingencies based on such warnings can improve

MANET stability (i.e., continuous connectivity).

The classical definition of agent as entity capable of

perceiving and affecting its environment is given by Rus-

sell and Norvig [19]. In a traditional wired network, agents

may need to perceive the actions of system users and other

agents. They may have to take into account organizational,

economical and legal constraints placed on their choices

and other application level information. However, agents

deployed over a MANET may also need to pay closer atten-

tion to the low level details of their executing environment.

As discussed elsewhere by the authors [5, 18], software

agents operating on MANETs can benefit from low level
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knowledge of networking state information. Another criti-

cal and severely limited resource in mobile computing en-

vironments is power. In this paper, we advocate that giving

agents detailed knowledge of the state of their power sup-

ply can significantly improve the survivability of the sys-

tem, increase its deployment time and make it more benefi-

cial to the end user of the system.

Most of the modern operating systems designed for bat-

tery powered computing devices are power aware to some

degree. Most of them are capable of warning the user

that the battery level is approaching critical and/or grace-

fully shutting down the system to avoid the loss of any

local data. In this paper, we consider much higher lev-

els of power awareness, where agents are given informa-

tion about current state, and power consumption predic-

tions of local as well as remote hosts and can consider such

actions as migrating to another host, delegating tasks to

agents on other hosts or refusing to accept the tasks that

will drain power levels below some critical threshold. Em-

bodied agents (agents implemented in hardware) can have

even more options. They can position themselves station-

ary to serve as sensors, network routers, information repos-

itories, or for other tasks that are not as power demanding

as tasks requiring physical motion [20]. Power should also

be taken into consideration in the mission planning phase

(i.e., if several agents are capable of performing a poten-

tially hazardous task, everything else being equal the agent

with the lower power reserves should perform the task since

it has lower utility for the system). Although the general

approach is equally applicable to hardware and software

agents, the current paper will concentrate only on software

agents.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 presents work in the areas of power aware comput-

ing and networking as well as several other related fields.

Section 3 formalizes the problem. Section 4 provides ex-

perimental results. Finally, in Section 5 the paper concludes

with a discussion of future work.

2. Related Work

Bhardwaj et al define a system as perfectly power-aware

if its energy dissipation in a scenario s is no greater than

that of a system designed to execute scenario s as efficiently

as possible [3]. From this, they define the power-awareness

of a system relative to the perfectly power-aware system.

Power-awareness is an important concern to the design of

energy efficient systems. For example, researchers have

considered power-awareness for field programmable gate

arrays (FPGA) [11], embedded systems [14], power-aware

scheduling [16], communications systems [21], memory

page allocation [12], low-power CMOS VLSI [25], among

others.

Most relevant to our work is power-awareness for

MANET environments. Much of what has been done in

this area is focused around power-aware routing. The net-

work interface of the handheld devices commonly a part of a

MANET is the greatest consumer of energy. There are sev-

eral actions one can take to conserve energy in MANET

environments. For example, a few relatively simple ac-

tions can include reducing the brightness of the backlight

or switching to a sleep mode. However, a more so-

phisticated option is to optimize the network protocol

design—e.g., optimize the network protocol to mini-

mize unnecessary retransmissions, as well as to minimize

the transmission of network state updates. This strat-

egy is referred to as power-aware routing. Power-aware

routing adds information about power to the route up-

dates and avoids using nodes with low battery power to

route data. Network information (e.g., routes and topol-

ogy information) are shared among the nodes of the

MANET only when necessary. Some examples of power-

aware routing protocols include [17, 2, 22, 15, 13, 1].

For example, the COMPOW protocol [17] selects a com-

mon power level for the nodes of the network that is the

minimum power level at which the network is fully con-

nected. Reducing transmissions power in this way increases

network capacity, improves throughput, and decreases in-

terference.

3. Problem Formulation

3.1. Formal Model

The problem can be formalized as follows. Consider a set

of renewable resources R = {r1,r2, . . . rm} and a set of non-

renewable resources Q = {q1,q2, . . .qp}. An example of a

renewable resource is a CPU required for computations or a

network interface required to transmit data. Each renewable

resource ri has a capacity C(ri) indicating how much of the

resource is available at any given moment in time. The ca-

pacity of a renewable resource (for the remainder of this pa-

per) is assumed constant across the problem instance. For a

network interface this capacity might be the available band-

width. An example of a non-renewable resource might be

the power level of the battery of a handheld device (if we

assume that once a battery is drained the device no longer

functions in our scenario). Each non-renewable resource qi

has a capacity C(qi). For a non-renewable resource, the ca-

pacity changes over time. For example, a battery’s power

level will decay over time depending on the activity of the

handheld device.

Now, consider a set of tasks T = {t1,t2, . . . ,tn}. Each

task ti requires one of |Ai, j| alternative sets of resources.

That is, there may be more than one way of accomplish-

ing a task ti. For example, in our MANET environment, we
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may have a task that involves performing some computa-

tions. One alternative might be to perform those computa-

tions on device d1 requiring d1’s CPU and battery. A sec-

ond alternative might be to transmit the problem to d2 and

perform those computations there, requiring d1’s network

interface and battery and d2’s CPU and battery. Let’s de-

fine the j-th alternative resource set for task ti as Ai, j =
{ri, j,1,ri, j,2, . . . ,ri, j,k,qi, j,1,qi, j,2, . . . ,qi, j,l}. Let |ri, j,k| indi-

cate the quantity of the renewable resource ri, j,k required

by task ti for alternative resource allocation Ai, j. And sim-

ilarly, let |qi, j,l | indicate the quantity of the non-renewable

resource qi, j,l required by task ti for alternative resource al-

location Ai, j

Tasks can be executed simultaneously provided that

there exists an assignment of alternative resource sets to

the set of tasks, {(t1,A1, j1),(t2,A2, j2), . . . ,(tn,An, jn)}, such

that the following constraints are satisfied. For each re-

source r ∈ R and each non-renewable resource q ∈ Q,

∑ri, ji,k
=r |ri, ji ,k| ≤ C(r) and ∑qi, ji,k

=q |qi, ji,k| ≤ C(q). Fur-

thermore, upon the execution of a task ti, the capacities of

all non-renewable resources required by the task are de-

cayed C(q) = C(q)−∑qi, ji,k
=q |qi, ji,k|.

Given this formulation, one can envision differ-

ent types of optimization objectives in this resource al-

location problem that are resource-aware (especially

in terms of non-renewable resources). We are particu-

larly interested in power-aware scenarios where we fo-

cus on power-related non-renewable resources such as the

power level of the batteries of handheld computing de-

vices. For example, one might consider the objective of

minimizing the global power consumption of the sys-

tem in performing the set of tasks (or maximizing the

remaining power):

max ∑
q∈Q

C(q), (1)

where the q ∈ Q are the batteries of the handheld devices.

The drawback to such an optimization objective is that it

does not consider any potential relative importance of the

devices. For example, we can consider a scenario where

only a single device is “alive” at the completion of the sce-

nario with a power level C(q1). But perhaps it would have

been preferable if instead a different but more critical hand-

held was still alive at the end such that C(q2) < C(q1). Per-

haps the network interface of the handheld with battery q1

has malfunctioned and the device is useless for communi-

cations purposes and further consider that the users of these

two devices are trapped together and need to call for help

(e.g., they may be firefighters who have become trapped

when a part of a corridor has collapsed). Therefore, it would

be a more desirable result in this situation if the device with

functioning communications resources had sufficient power

level to operate.

Let us instead develop a device-aware objective function.

Define a set of handheld devices as H = {h1,h2, . . . ,h j}.

Each h ∈ H is comprised of a set of renewable resources

and non-renewable resources. For simplicity, lets consider

a single non-renewable resource for each (i.e., its battery)

and refer to that non-renewable resource as q(h j). Each de-

vice is assigned a value that indicates the level of impor-

tance for the availability of that device: V (h j). This value

can increase or decrease over time. For example, perhaps a

user has acquired critical information for the success of the

mission that is now stored on her handheld—this should in-

crease the value of the survival of this device. Or perhaps,

the network interface of a particular device has malfunc-

tioned and it can no longer usefully serve as a communica-

tions router—the value of this device should be decreased.

Now, let us define a survivability optimization objective as:

max ∑
h∈H,C(q(h))>τ

V (h), (2)

where τ is the minimum required remaining capacity of the

battery of device h for h to be considered “available”. That

is, if the battery level drops below τ , information, or ser-

vices, on that device can no longer be accessed.

In order to optimize this objective function, one must

choose from among the alternative resource allocations for

each of the tasks that both maximizes the values V (h)
as well as minimizes power consumption, particularly for

high-valued devices h.

3.2. Data Acquisition

In performing a study of the potential benefits that can

be obtained from instilling in software agents the ability to

be power-aware, it was necessary to begin by studying the

power profiles for different battery configurations on hand-

held devices.

A series of experiments was conducted with four differ-

ent loads on iPaqs with two different battery configurations

designed to stress the PDA in different ways. Each test is

repeated three times to establish an average and eliminate

outliers. We chose to use one year old heavily used inter-

nal and backpack batteries for the “low power” configura-

tion and an upgraded backpack battery with the PGF battery

and the external PR2 battery as our “enhanced battery” con-

figurations.

In all of the experiments in this section (unless stated oth-

erwise) the LCD screen brightness was set to maximum and

a Cisco Aironet wireless ethernet card was plugged into the

backpack.

3.2.1. Benchmarking tools In order to emulate different

load types, we installed the MiBench benchmark suite [9]

on several test iPaqs and measured the battery life while

the iPaq performed benchmark tests. The MiBench suite has
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over 2 dozen benchmarking programs written to create dif-

ferent loads on the ARM processor by executing a variety of

tasks, including memory loading and storing, input/output

operations, conditional and unconditional branching and

floating point and integer math, to name a few (see Figure 1

in [9]). The MiBench suite was used in [10] to measure pro-

gram power consumption of the iPaq 3670 under a variety

of benchmark loads.

In our experiment, the four loads considered are:

Load 1 - CPU. Intense number-crunching using the “basic-

math” and “qsort” benchmarks (two of the most CPU in-

tensive benchmarks in the MiBench suite [9]). Basicmath

performs mathematical calculations such as cubic function

solving, integer square root, and angle conversions from de-

grees to radians. The input data is a fixed set of constants in-

cluded with MiBench. Qsort sorts a large array of strings

into ascending order using the well known quick sort algo-

rithm. The data is a set of three-tuples representing points

of data.

Load 2 - Network. Intense network card activity using a

ping flood. A ping flood sends messages at a rate equal to

the greater of that which sends a message whenever the pre-

vious has returned or one hundred times a second. This em-

ulates high data throughput typical in MANETs.

Load 3 - Input/Output. Input-output functions using the

“tiff2rgba” benchmark. This benchmark performs numer-

ous load/store operations with the built-in flash memory on

the iPaq by converting a color image in the TIFF format

into an RGB color formatted TIFF image. Out of all of the

benchmarks available in the MiBench suite, load/store op-

erations account for approximately 80% of the total instruc-

tions for the tiff2rgba benchmark.

Load 4 - Best Case. No loads (i.e., idle).

3.2.2. Procedure The iPaq’s internal stock battery volt-

age (measured in millivolts) was logged and timestamped

every five seconds. Voltage is sampled only from the in-

ternal stock battery of the iPaq since any additional batter-

ies will deplete before the stock battery depletes. Therefore,

the stock battery voltage is the best measure of remaining

power.

Prior to each trial, the iPaq charges through the back-

pack via the wall transformer until both the iPaq and ex-

pansion pack read 100%. Then, depending upon the test, a

benchmark from the MiBench suite is started and the LCD

backlight set to maximum brightness. Finally, the unit is un-

plugged from the charger and data logging begins. All data

is logged from the time the unit is disconnected from the

charger until the battery expires and the unit’s PMU shuts

the iPaq off.

3.2.3. Results
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Figure 1. Discharge profiles for (a) the low type
battery under different loads; and (b) the up-
graded battery under different loads.

Low power vs. Enhanced power configuration Figure 1

shows the voltage of the iPaq stock battery (measured in

mV) while discharging in the low and upgraded configu-

rations, respectively, under a variety of loads to better il-

lustrate the effects of each load on power consumption. In

each of the four loads, improved battery life due to the PGF

is noticeable but clearly not the 300% improvement that is

claimed by King Rex Technologies or that is suggested by

the fact that the PGF battery has triple the capacity of the

standard stock battery. See Table 1 for up-time details.

4. Empirical Validation

4.1. Motivating Example

We chose a video surveillance as a main driving applica-

tion behind our simulated experiments. There are a number

of hosts engaged in collecting image data, analyzing the im-

ages and storing them. Each of the hosts is equipped with a
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Idle CPU I/O Net

Low 3.1hrs 2.2hrs 2.5hrs 2.8hrs

Upgraded 3.8hrs 3.1hrs 3.3hrs 3.1hrs

Table 1. Summary of approximate iPaq battery
life with two (2) different battery configurations
under Idle, CPU, I/O, and Network loads.

motion detector that has a probability 1
4 to trigger the host’s

camera. Roughly half of the images are discarded immedi-

ately. The other half are input to a CPU intensive image ana-

lyzer. After the analysis another 50% of the images are elim-

inated. The remainder of the images can be stored anywhere

on the network. Each of the actions puts the host into an ap-

propriate state according to Figure 2(a) with correspond-

ing discharge profile. The state corresponding to the saving

of the image is a compound state. In this state agents are

given a choice to store the image locally with idle discharge

penalty or to forward the image to the another place on the

network with the network discharge penalty. The power cost

for each operation is computed from linear approximations

of the data described in Section 3.2. If the voltage reaches

a certain level (3500mV in most experiments) the device is

considered to be out of operation. It can no longer take, pro-

cess, or store images, nor is it able to serve as a networked

host. Images on these devices are considered irretrievable.

The characteristics that the systems are compared on are

the number of hosts in operation and the number of retriev-

able images in the system.

4.2. System Setup

4.2.1. Base-line Experiment To establish a comparison

base line we performed a set of experiments with power un-

aware agents. A power unaware agent takes a picture ev-

ery time it senses a stimuli (approximately every 4 itera-

tions or seconds). It always chooses to process the image

locally and to store it locally if space is available. If no stor-

age space is left, the host transmits the image for storage to

any host that has storage space.

In all of the experiments we used 6 hosts with low and

6 hosts with upgraded batteries. Hosts are also given dif-

ferent amounts of storage space: 64 MB—corresponding

to the internal on-board memory of the device, 256MB—

external compact flash (CF) card, and 5120MB—integrated

hard drive (HD). The host composition for the experiment

is given in Table 2.

4.2.2. Power-Aware Experiment One of the few differ-

ences between power aware and unaware agents is that the

former has knowledge of the current state of the battery for

every host on the network. Armed with this knowledge they
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Figure 2. A state chart for simulated agents:
power unaware (a) and power aware (b)

64MB 256MB 5120MB

Low 3 2 1

Upgraded 3 2 1

Table 2. Experiment hardware composition.

can make intelligent decisions on actions they are about to

perform.

The first decision for power aware agent to make (Node

“D1” on the diagram in Figure 2(b)) is to decide if it should

take a picture when the alarm is triggered. In these experi-

ments the agent with the lowest battery level assumes it is

has the greatest danger of running out of power first and re-

frains from taking the picture, thus saving some energy. By

following this rule, the hope is to discharge all the hosts at

uniform rates, keeping them all active on the network for as

long as possible.
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Second decision point “D2” comes after the image is taken.

Each agent makes a decision to either process the image lo-

cally or transmit it elsewhere for processing and storage.

The image is processed locally only on the host with the

highest battery charge if and only if doing so will not af-

fect its rank as the highest powered host. Otherwise the im-

age is transmitted out for processing. The image is transmit-

ted to the host with the highest level of power if processing

this image on that host and then sending it someplace else

for storage will preserve its power rank. Otherwise the im-

age is sent to the host with available storage space with the

highest level of remaining power.

Final decision point is “D3” At this point the agent on the

host can decide to either store the image locally or trans-

mit it elsewhere for storage. The agent always stores it lo-

cally if space is available. Otherwise the image is shipped to

the host with he highest remaining battery power and avail-

able hard drive space. The idea behind this rule is to store

the images on the hosts that will stay active the longest.

If the decision is made to transmit the image to another

host for storage and/or processing, that host has to honor the

request. The rest of the operation of the power aware agents

is identical to the behavior of unaware agents.

4.3. Experiment Analysis

A set of 100 simulations were conducted for power

aware and power unaware agents. The observations were

made at each iteration of the simulator. The values were av-

eraged across all of the experiments and curves for both

types of agents superimposed for easy comparison (Fig-

ure 3). The performance of power unaware agents is plotted

with dark blue color while the performance of power aware

agents is plotted in light green color. Dashed lines represent

the standard deviation of the observed parameter. We ana-

lyze the systems’ performance separately in terms of num-

ber of available hosts (Figure 3(a)), images that are acces-

sible (3(b)) and total images processed (3(c)) in the follow-

ing subsections. The performance of power aware and un-

aware agents are compared for each category.

4.3.1. Number of Hosts in Operation The plot in Figure

3(a) represents the average number of hosts that are in op-

eration for any given moment in the simulation. The dashed

line at the bottom of the plot represents a standard deviation

and remains at zero for most of the run indicating high con-

sistency across runs of the experiment. Short spikes in de-

viation correspond to brief periods of time where the sub-

sets of hosts were running out of battery power. The aver-

age time before all hosts are out of operation is 13496.59

for power unaware and 14134.55 for power aware agents.

As one can see power awareness does not extend the life

of the hosts significantly (only by about 5%). If we assume

that one simulator time unit is equivalent to one second, then

power aware agents extend the time until all units are dead

only by approximately 10.6 minutes on average. This is un-

derstandable since actions that increase battery power are

not available to the agents. The only thing they can do is to

redistribute the load between existing hosts to achieve the

task more efficiently.

4.3.2. Number of Accessible Images The behavior of the

system is more significant in terms of accessible images

(Figure 3(b)). For the power unaware system, the number

of images grows linearly until all low powered hosts run

out of battery power at roughly the same time. At this mo-

ment about half of the images are lost. Linear growth con-

tinues for a while, until terminated when the second batch of

hosts run out of power. The curve peaks at 4858 accessible

images at iteration 9150. The performance of the power un-

aware system is plotted with a blue line in Figure 3(b). The

standard deviation for the power unaware agents is plotted

with lighter dashed blue line and remains near zero during

the entire run, except when a significant number of hosts

run out of battery power at the same time.

Power aware agents also exhibit a near-linear growth in

the number of accessible images but at a slower rate. The

reason for this is twofold.

1. some agents decide not to take a picture to prolong the

life of their hosts; and

2. agents spend more time transmitting images from one

host to another, thus having less time to take an im-

age (images are not taken unless the host is otherwise

idle).

However, despite slower growth and higher variance, the

power aware agents do not suffer any loss of data with the

loss of half of the hosts (the low power hosts). The reason is

that all of the images are saved on the hosts with higher en-

ergy reserves by the power aware agents’ heuristics. The

power aware agents result in a peak of 4941 accessible im-

ages (approximately 2% more accessible images) at simu-

lator iteration 13919. That is, if we again assume that sim-

ulator iterations are equivalent to seconds, the power aware

agents allow slightly more images to be accessible for a time

period of over an hour and twenty minutes longer than the

power unaware agents. More data is available to the sys-

tem users for a longer period of time.

4.3.3. Number of Processed Pictures The plot in Figure

3(c) shows the total number of images processed by the sys-

tem. The power aware system (green line) processes slightly

less images than the power unaware system (blue line) for

much of the run, due to the higher overhead and the abil-

ity of agents to choose to not take a picture. However, by

the end of the run the power aware system not only catches

up but actually processes more images than the power un-

aware system. The power aware system not only keeps im-
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Figure 3. Average number and standard deviation of available hosts (a) and images (b). Cumulative sum of
pictures taken during the run (c).

ages available on the live hosts longer, but also takes more

images due to its extended run time.

5. Future Work and Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrated how power awareness of

software agents can increase system robustness and surviv-

ability. This paper has presented first steps in a direction that

can derive large payoffs for decentralized coordination and

collaboration on power-constrained computing platforms.

In the future we are planning several extensions to this

work:

• We are planning to use more accurate approximations

of the battery discharge profiles.

• For now, agents were given a priori knowledge of the

state of the battery and about the expected discharge

profiles. In the future we are planning to employ one

of the AI based classifying techniques to recognize the

type of power supply and use this knowledge to select

the appropriate profile.

• Currently power aware agents behave according to the

set of rules defined by the designers at compile time.

In the future we are planning to outfit the agents with a

planner or reasoner so they can find beneficial behav-

iors independently during runtime.

• Experiments mentioned in this paper are performed on

the static network with no routing. In reality, however,

mobile devices are often composed of a MANET and

necessitate routing. Taking the ad hoc nature of the net-

works into account will allow us to test more realistic

scenarios.

• We are planning to implement the power aware

agents and test them in a real life scenario utiliz-

ing the SWAT [23] and PA-UWNT [5] testing envi-

ronments.
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